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FOCUS: 32nd ASILOMAR CONFERENCE,
NOVEL INSTRUMENTATION IN MS AND ION MOBILITY: EDITORIAL

Focus on Novel Instrumentation in Mass Spectrometry
and Ion Mobility Spectrometry

The theme of the 32nd Asilomar Conference on Mass Spec-
trometry, organized by Zheng Ouyang (formerly Purdue

University, now Tsinghua University in China) and DanAustin
(Brigham Young University) was on Novel Instrumentation in
Mass Spectrometry and Ion Mobility Spectrometry. The meet-
ing, held October 14–18, 2016 at the Asilomar Conference
Center in Pacific Grove, CA, was attended by 116 people and
covered the latest advances in instrumentation related to mass
spectrometry and ion mobility methods. This special focus
brings together a collection of the scientific work presented at
the conference and showcases some of most innovative devel-
opments emerging from the leading instrumentation groups.
Sixteen papers are included, ranging in topics from those
highlighting improvements in mass analyzers and ionization
methods to those reporting new developments in activation
methods and analytical strategies. In a field built around a
powerhouse analytical method like mass spectrometry, it is
well-recognized that progress in instrumentation drives novel
applications, encourages multi-disciplinary collaborations, and
inspires innovative discoveries in new fields.

The focus issue opens with an article by Dan Austin and co-
workers that reports an innovative microfabricated linear ion
trap, an outstanding demonstration of the use of lithographic
patterning technology to transform the development of minia-
turized mass spectrometers. The second article, authored by
Zheng Ouyang and collaborators, presents ion trajectory sim-
ulations to evaluate the properties of ion clouds in a linear ion
trap. Steve Valentine (West Virginia University) and co-
workers demonstrate the powerful combination of hydrogen/
deuterium exchange reactions and ion mobility mass spectrom-
etry for a multi-dimensional metabolomics application. Two
articles focus on innovative uses of Fourier transform (FT)
technology to determine collision cross-sections of ions. One
is presented by ScottMcLuckey’s group (Purdue University) in
which a frequency-domain linewidth strategy is developed for
an electrostatic linear ion trap. The other, authored by David
Dearden and co-workers (Brigham Young University), refines
the CRAFTI method (cross-sectional areas by Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance, FTICR) that derives cross-
sections from pressure-dependent ion linewidths in FTICR
mass spectra. Two papers showcase mass spectrometers outfit-
ted with lasers for frontier applications. The first, authored by

Alessandra Ferzoco and co-workers (Rowland Institute at Har-
vard University), presents a novel temperature-variable linear
ion trap custom-designed for fluorescence spectroscopy. In the
second, Philippe Dugourd’s group (Universite de Lyon) report
a method termed HiLoPD (high-low photodissociation) that
integrates ultraviolet and infrared photodissociation methods to
characterize post-translational modifications of peptides. Two
papers focus on new developments in ion activation methods.
Glen Jackson and co-workers (West Virginia University) report
the use of charge transfer dissociation, in which ions are ener-
gized by exposure to a beam of high energy helium cations, for
top-down analysis of insulin. Several papers highlight new
developments in ionization methods. Gary Glish (University
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill) and coworkers describe a ro-
bust open port sampling interface that facilitates analysis of
organic aerosols by electrospray ionization. In the article
authored by Sarah Trimpin and co-workers (Wayne State Uni-
versity), the processes responsible for the production of ions by
matrix assisted ionization (MAI) are explored. Julia Laskin
(Purdue University) and co-workers present significant im-
provements in ambient mass spectrometry imaging of tissue
by uniting nanospray desorption electrospray ionization with
shear force microscopy. Frankevich (Ministry of Healthcare of
the Russian Federation) and co-workers compare the performance
of tissue spray and lipid extract direct injection electrospray
ionization for examination of endometrial tissue. In an article by
Peter Reilly’s group at Washington State University, new ad-
vances in digital waveform technology related to modulation of
duty cycle are highlighted. Richard Smith (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory) and co-authors describe a SLIM (structures
for lossless ion manipulations) device that combines radio fre-
quency, direct current fields, and traveling waves to afford con-
tinuous separation and filtering of ions based on their mobilities.
The issue closes with work presented by Jason Amsden (Duke
University) and co-workers, which explores a newmagnet geom-
etry and spatially coded apertures for use in a miniaturized sector
mass spectrometer, as well as using charged particle tracing to
optimize aperture imaging quality.

Applications of mass spectrometry have permeated every ave-
nue of science, technology, and engineering, and the papers includ-
ed in this special focus showcase some of the emerging develop-
ments in instrumentation that continue to propel the field forward.
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